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Genetic studies of schizophrenia have demonstrated that more than 90% of genetic risk is 

confined to non-coding portions of the genome. Advances in chromatin state prediction 

and chromatin accessibility assays have enabled us to better characterize the genomic fea-

tures making up these regions and annotate genetic risk to these elements. The focus of this 

dissertation is to understand the role that tissue- and cell type- specific regulatory elements 

and the transcription factors that bind them play in risk for schizophrenia. I hypothesized 

that enhancer-based transcription factor-target networks that direct neuronal development 

are disrupted in schizophrenia. To test this hypothesis, I used high-quality chromatin state 

predictions in both the developing and the adult brain to develop a framework for testing 

enhancer properties for association with genetic risk. Any enhancer-level annotation can 

be used in this type of test, including transcription factor binding counts and chromosomal 

contact information. I first described and validated an atlas of transcription factor binding 

sites across multiple human tissue, including the brain. I then used this atlas to show that 



neurodevelopmental transcription factors and target genes are most associated with risk for 

developing schizophrenia.  
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Chapter I: Introduction 

Schizophrenia (SCZ) is a devastating psychiatric disorder that affects approximately 0.75 

percent of the world population [1]. This disorder is defined by the presence of both “pos-

itive” and “negative” symptoms. Positive symptoms include psychotic symptoms such as 

hallucinations and delusions, while issues such as anhedonia, inappropriate affect, and so-

cial withdrawal are typical of negative symptoms. There is no known cure for schizophre-

nia, but antipsychotics can improve symptoms and have been the mainstay of treatment for 

schizophrenia for decades [2,3]. Patients with schizophrenia are at increased risk of home-

lessness and suicide, and have significantly higher all-cause mortality compared to those 

without the disorder [4].  

Despite the fact that a diagnosis of schizophrenia cannot be made until adulthood, 

there is a widely held consensus that alterations in prenatal brain development are among 

the most consequential risk factors for schizophrenia. The associations of fetal insults such 

as obstetric complications, maternal infection, and nutrient deprivation while in utero with 

risk of developing schizophrenia support this hypothesis [5–9]. In addition, schizophrenia 

is associated with highly reproducible changes in cortical structure on imaging, including 

deficits in cortical thickness [10,11]. These findings have made the molecular mechanisms 

that govern the development of the brain an attractive target for understanding the patho-

genesis of the disease. In particular, enhancers and the transcription factors that bind them 

are poised to be especially important contributors to genetic risk of schizophrenia because 

of their impact on cell-type specificity and their contribution to developmental programs 
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in the brain. In this work I seek to understand how genetic risk for schizophrenia interacts 

with enhancer attributes in the brain. 

The contribution of genetics to the development of schizophrenia is both undenia-

ble and complex, with broad-sense heritability estimates of nearly 80% and a highly poly-

genic genetic architecture [12–14]. Much of the genetic signal described in genome-wide 

association (GWA) studies of schizophrenia is found in areas of accessible chromatin, or 

sections of the genome that are relatively loosely compacted [15]. The compaction level of 

chromatin can be quantified using chromatin accessibility assays such as DNAse-seq, 

where genomic DNA is digested by the DNAse enzyme and the resultant fragments se-

quenced [16]. The open structure of accessible chromatin allows for transcriptional and 

regulatory activity, and areas of open chromatin in a given tissue are often used as a surro-

gate for areas of regulatory potential [17].  

Of the regulatory elements marked by DNAse cleavage, enhancers are particularly 

interesting in the setting of complex disease. Enhancers are the most numerous regulatory 

features in the genome, and their oftentimes cell-type specific interactions with promoters 

allow for coordination of the regulatory programs that govern gene expression, down-

stream cellular functions, and developmental programs [4,5]. Given that the association 

between markers of active regulatory elements and schizophrenia risk is particularly strong 

in fetal brain samples [15,18], I decided to investigate the role of enhancer-driven neuro-

developmental programs in schizophrenia.  Other studies have shown that disruptions in 

prefrontal cortical neurogenesis contribute to risk for developing schizophrenia, but iden-

tifying the exact regulatory factors influencing these changes is a more difficult task [19]. 

Understanding how genetic risk signals in regulatory regions act upon gene expression will 
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be critical to advancing our understanding of how the regulatory landscape of the develop-

ing brain contributes to schizophrenia. 

One important tool for understanding this problem is a thorough description of tran-

scription factor dynamics in relevant tissues. As mentioned previously, transcription fac-

tors influence cell-type specificity and developmental programs through their ability to 

modulate transcription. Given that these factors are active in regions highly enriched for 

schizophrenia risk, understanding the relationship between their binding patterns and ge-

netic risk could shed light on how risk variants influence regulatory activity in the brain. 

However, such studies require tissue-specific and high quality binding datasets across hun-

dreds of human transcription factors. While concerted efforts to describe the functional 

annotation of the human genome have generated expansive cell- and tissue- specific epige-

nomic resources [20–22], our understanding of transcription factor binding sites at this 

level of specificity remains far from complete.  

One technology that has the potential to significantly advance our understanding of 

these binding dynamics is transcription factor “footprinting.” In brief, footprinting algo-

rithms examine the peaks from chromatin accessibility assays such as DNAse-seq; they 

detect areas where bound transcription factors have partially protected the genomic DNA 

from digestion by the enzyme used to make cuts in accessible chromatin [23–32]. These 

algorithms often incorporate sequence motifs to make predictions about which transcrip-

tion factors might be responsible for a given signal. Footprinting improves on traditional 

definitions of transcription factor binding sites in several important ways. While motif 

matching methods are less difficult and simply require genomic sequence, only ~1% of 

motif instances are occupied by a transcription factor at any given time [24], making this 
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method inherently imprecise. On the other end of the spectrum, more intensive antibody-

based methods such as chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by deep sequencing 

(ChIP-seq) and CUT&RUN can determine transcription factor occupancy with high sensi-

tivity and specificity. However, these methods are highly dependent on antibody availabil-

ity and quality and are relatively expensive and labor-intensive. These limitations have 

meant that many datasets derived from these methods concentrate on a subset of transcrip-

tion factors in well studied cell lines and tissues. Footprinting approaches improve perfor-

mance over motif-based methods while allowing for binding site predictions of an unlim-

ited number of transcription factors from a single chromatin accessibility experiment. This 

means that we can generate a more comprehensive view of the transcription factor binding 

landscape that allows for less biased downstream hypothesis generation.  

In the second chapter of this dissertation, I leverage this technology to create an 

atlas of tissue-specific genomic “footprints” derived from publicly available chromatin ac-

cessibility assays. This atlas contains a comprehensive set of high-quality transcription fac-

tor binding sites in the brain and a variety of other tissues [33]. Importantly, the binding 

sites described in this atlas are tissue- and cell type-specific, making this a resource that is 

highly applicable to a variety of epigenomic projects. In the setting of schizophrenia, the 

wealth of binding site information from the brain contained in the atlas can be integrated 

with genetic data to make inferences about transcription factor-driven networks that are 

disrupted by schizophrenia risk variants. 

In order to make predictions on how characteristics of regulatory regions such as 

transcription factor binding sites are associated with genetic risk, we need new computa-

tional approaches. Existing tools in this space include long distance interaction methods, 
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fine-mapping tools, and approaches that leverage linkage disequilibrium; while these tools 

are powerful, they tend to focus on different aspects of gene regulation. For example, H-

MAGMA aggregates risk from long distance regulatory regions, then performs gene-based 

association [34]. Epigenomic fine-mapping tools such as PAINTOR and RiVIERA inte-

grate non-coding annotations to make predictions about individual SNPs [35,36]. Stratified 

Linkage-Disequilibrium Score Regression (LDSC) can detect enrichment of genetic risk 

within genomic annotations, but it is primarily used to assess binary annotations rather than 

quantitative scores [15].  

In the third chapter of this dissertation, I introduce Regulome-Wide Association 

Study (RWAS) as a new method in this space. RWAS describes associations between en-

hancer characteristics and genetic risk, making it a powerful tool to understand the regula-

tory architecture underpinning some complex traits. Unlike the above methods, RWAS 

does not require the user to map regulatory regions back to genes and allows for the asso-

ciation between binary or continuous enhancer characteristics with risk. This makes it an 

ideal method for interrogating the connection between genetic risk for schizophrenia and 

attributes of regulatory regions such as presence of transcription factor binding sites. Here 

I demonstrated the utility of RWAS by exploring several such attributes of regulatory re-

gions in the context of schizophrenia risk. 

Here I present two resources of broad utility in the field of functional genomics: an 

atlas of transcription factor binding sites and RWAS, a novel technique for understanding 

the characteristics of risk-associated regulatory regions in the setting of complex traits. 

While these resources are broadly applicable to many traits and tissues of interest, I applied 
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them to deepen our understanding of the involvement of brain enhancers and their associ-

ated transcriptional networks in schizophrenia. 
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Chapter II: Atlas of Transcription Factor Binding Sites from ENCODE DNase Hypersen-
sitivity Data Across 27 Tissue Types1 
 
 
A. Summary 
 
Characterizing the tissue-specific binding sites of transcription factors (TFs) is essential to 

reconstruct gene regulatory networks and predict functions for non-coding genetic varia-

tion. DNase-seq footprinting enables the prediction of genome-wide binding sites for hun-

dreds of TFs simultaneously. Despite the public availability of high-quality DNase-seq data 

from hundreds of samples, a comprehensive, up-to-date resource for the locations of ge-

nomic footprints is lacking. Here, we developed a scalable footprinting workflow using 

two state-of-the-art algorithms: Wellington and HINT (Figure II.I). We applied our work-

flow to detect footprints in 192 ENCODE DNase-seq experiments and predicted the ge-

nomic occupancy of 1,515 human TFs in 27 human tissues. We validated that these foot-

prints overlap true-positive TF binding sites from ChIP-seq. We demonstrate that the loca-

tions, depth, and tissue-specificity of footprints predict effects of genetic variants on gene 

expression and capture a substantial proportion of genetic risk for complex traits. 

 
1 Funk CC*, Casella AM*, Jung S, Richards MA, Rodriguez A, Shannon P, Do-novan-
Maiye R, Heavner B, Chard K, Xiao Y, Glusman G, Ertekin-Taner N, Golde TE, Toga A, 
Hood L, Van Horn JD, Kesselman C, Foster I, Madduri R, Price ND, Ament SA. Atlas of 
Transcription Factor Binding Sites from ENCODE DNase Hypersensitivity Data across 
27 Tissue Types. Cell Rep. 2020 Aug 18;32(7):108029. PubMed PMID: 32814038; 
NIHMSID: NIHMS1621958. Reprinted with permission. 
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Figure II.I: Graphical abstract. 

 
B. Introduction 
 
Regulation of gene expression by transcription factors (TFs) forms the basis for tissue and 

cell-type differentiation, arising from a complex interplay between TFs and the chromatin 

architecture in gene regulatory regions. In humans, genetic perturbation of TF binding sites 

is thought to be an important mechanism by which single-nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs) influence risk for human disease [20,37,38]. Thus, characterizing the cell type-

specific occupancy of TFs at their genomic binding sites is a critical goal in genomics, 

providing insight both into networks of TFs and their cell type-specific target genes, as 

well as the causal mechanisms underlying risk for human disease [39–43].  

Mapping human gene regulation requires comprehensive resources of tissue- and 

cell type-specific TF binding sites. Major efforts over the past decade have produced vast 
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quantities of public epigenomic data that have dramatically expanded the functional anno-

tation of the human genome [20–22], yet our understanding of cell type-specific TF binding 

sites remains far from complete. Annotation of TF binding sites based solely on the loca-

tions of sequence motifs is imprecise, since only ~1% of motif instances are occupied by a 

TF at any given time [24]. Similarly, information about the locations of promoters and 

enhancers lacks sufficient specificity, as many genetic variants in these regions do not im-

pact gene expression [44]. TF occupancy can be ascertained with high sensitivity and spec-

ificity through chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by deep sequencing (ChIP-seq), 

in which an antibody specific to a TF is used to pull down genomic DNA fragments occu-

pied by that TF in a given sample. However, high quality ChIP-seq data have been gener-

ated for only a minority of all human TFs and often used standard cell lines rather than 

disease-relevant human tissues.  

Genomic footprinting is a higher-throughput approach that predicts TF genomic 

occupancy by combining information from open chromatin assays (such as DNase-seq) 

with information about the locations of sequence motifs recognized by the DNA binding 

domains of transcription factors. DNase-seq assays are predicated on accessibility of ge-

nomic DNA to DNase I, where regions of open chromatin are susceptible to cleavage by 

DNase I. Binding of TFs and other DNA-binding proteins can lead to a relative difference 

in the number of cleavage events in discrete regions along the genome, resulting in a foot-

print [45].  Computational algorithms have been developed to identify footprints from high-

throughput DHS data, typically using one of two different strategies: 1) sliding window 

approaches where the relative number of DNase cleavage events are counted along a slid-

ing window of the genome, agnostic to the absence or presence of a TF binding motif [23–
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27], and 2) approaches that begin with the known location for a TF binding motif and 

model the DNase cleavage patterns around it for all sites in the genome [28–32].  Valida-

tion of these approaches typically has involved comparison of the footprints for individual 

TFs to binding sites found by ChIP-seq. Notably, the computational identification of foot-

prints from high-throughput data remains an area of active research, as existing algorithms 

detect genomic occupancy for only a subset of TFs. Moreover, due to redundancy in the 

sequence specificity of TFs, footprinting generally cannot distinguish which member of a 

TF family is occupying a footprint. Nonetheless, the accuracy and reproducibility of TF 

binding site predictions from footprinting analysis has begun to rival that of ChIP-seq, and 

DNase-seq footprinting has successfully been used to predict the binding sites for hundreds 

of TFs in a parallel approach. 

One of the most important applications of comprehensive atlases of TF binding 

sites will be to functionally annotate genetic risk variants for human diseases. Many studies 

have shown that disease-associated SNPs are enriched in gene regulatory regions, includ-

ing open chromatin regions identified through DNase-seq and ATAC-seq experiments 

[18,37,38,46]. However, GWAS risk loci are defined by large sets of genetically correlated 

SNPs with similarly strong statistical associations to disease, of which only a subset are 

thought to be functional and causal for disease risk. It remains controversial how many of 

these causal SNPs disrupt gene regulation by altering the specific base pairs occupied by 

TFs vs. other mechanisms. Several studies have identified risk loci for traits such as obesity 

and schizophrenia in which causal variants appear to functionally alter binding sites for 

key transcription factors [40–42]. However, other studies question the generalizability of 

this insight and indicate that TF binding sites in existing databases do not fully predict 
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causal variants [43]. One explanation for this discrepancy is that existing TF binding site 

databases do not include sufficient amounts of epigenomic data from disease-relevant tis-

sues. Since the gene regulatory consequences of non-coding SNPs are likely to vary dra-

matically across tissues and cell types [41,47], these existing databases may therefore miss 

context-specific effects of variants on TF occupancy. In addition, there is considerable var-

iability in the sensitivity and specificity of footprinting algorithms, and it is unclear which 

approaches will be best suited for this task.  

Here, we developed a comprehensive resource of genomic footprints across 27 hu-

man tissues, including the brain, using data from 192 DNase-seq experiments from the 

Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE). Prior to our work, there was no publicly 

available, scalable workflow utilizing these data for the purpose of producing footprints. 

These analyses revealed an expansive landscape of tissue-specific genomic occupancy for 

1,530 TFs. We validated our database based on ChIP-seq and eQTLs, and we demonstrated 

that tissue-specific footprints are strongly and specifically enriched for disease-associated 

genetic variation. We have made our footprint database and the underlying cloud-based 

computational workflow available in a user-friendly and intuitive format (links available 

in STAR Methods) [48]. 
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Figure II.II: Footprinting atlas workflow and genomic coverage. A) Footprints workflow 
overview - Each tissue type can have multiple quantity of patients and replicates. Each 
replicate is aligned using SNAP-aligner. All replicates for each patient are merged using 
Samtools. Finally, footprints for each BAM file are produced using Wellington and HINT 
and stored in a database. B) Percentage of the genome covered by the footprints for each 
tissue type and all tissues. Yellow is without filtering and dark blue is filtering HINT score 
> 200 and Wellington score < -27. (each method has its own scale and distribution) C) 
Footprints from the brain for HINT seed size 20 are ordered based on the number of foot-
prints and summed. The light blue graphs represent the total number of footprints in each 
sample (top is without filtering on score; bottom is filtered as in panel B). The dark blue 
line represents the cumulative percentage of the genome covered. 

 

C. Results 
 
A comprehensive atlas of genomic footprints across human tissues 
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ENCODE-generated DNase-seq FASTQ files from 192 experiments in 27 tissues were 

downloaded from the ENCODE data portal (encodeproject.org). The tissue-specific ge-

nomic occupancy of 1,515 TFs was then predicted through genomic footprinting analyses 

using a workflow pictured in Figure II.II.A and detailed in Methods. First, sequence reads 

were aligned to GRCh38 using SNAP [49]. As the DNase-seq data consist of short reads, 

we generated two alignments: one using the default 20 bp seed length and another using a 

16 bp seed length.  We then identified regions of open chromatin in each of the 192 exper-

iments using F-seq, followed by detection of footprints using both the HINT and Welling-

ton algorithms. Footprints detected in each of the 192 experiments were then grouped by 

tissue, producing 27 tissue-specific footprint maps, with separate maps for each seed size 

and footprinting algorithm. In general, seed size had only a modest impact, with ~70% of 

the footprints having complete overlap between the two seed sizes (Figure II.S1.A). Also, 

we observed only a moderate relationship between the number of footprints found in a 

sample and the depth of sequencing (Figure II.S1.B). Overall, HINT identified more foot-

prints than Wellington.  

Footprints from HINT and Wellington are identified without consideration of un-

derlying motif sequence. Therefore, to predict which TFs occupy each footprint, we created 

a catalog of all genome-wide instances of 1,530 sequence motifs recognized by 1,515 TFs, 

using FIMO [50]. In addition to the motif-TF mappings provided by the aforementioned 

databases, we also expanded the motif-TF mappings to incorporate families of TFs with 

very similar DNA sequence specificity, using information from TFClass [51] (Tables II.S1, 

II.S2, Fig. II.S2). This resulted in ~1.34 billion sequence-to-TF matches (p-value < 10-4) 

prior to intersection with footprints, spanning almost 80% of the genome. These motif 
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instances were then intersected with the footprints from Wellington and HINT to produce 

an atlas of predicted TF occupancy in each tissue. 

When considering all samples from all tissues, the most liberal thresholds resulted 

in 34% coverage of the genome being represented in the atlas for at least one tissue. The 

brain had the highest genome coverage at 14.9%, followed by skin (9.8%) and lymphoblast 

(8.9%). Urinary bladder had the lowest percentage of coverage at 1.1% (Figure II.II.B). 

Sample size and sequencing depth were the main determinants for the number of tissue-

specific footprints identified in our atlas. However, intrinsic biological differences in tissue 

complexity also influence the number of distinct footprint locations. For example, we 

found strong overlap in the footprint locations across the 46 experiments from skin (aver-

age pairwise Jaccard similarity index = 0.28), consistent with skin being a relatively ho-

mogeneous tissue. By contrast, the footprints detected in the 29 experiments from brain 

were less homogenous (average pairwise Jaccard similarity score = 0.16), which likely 

reflects the highly specialized and disparate cell types and cell type-specific gene regula-

tion across brain regions. As a consequence, we identified more brain footprints than skin 

footprints, despite having 50% more skin samples. 

An outstanding question is to what extent additional samples would add previously 

unseen footprints. To address this, using footprints derived from the HINT algorithm with 

seed length 20 (HINT20), we ordered the brain samples from most to fewest footprints and 

calculated the additional percentage of the genome covered by each sample (Figure II.II.C). 

The first sample contributed 3.25 million footprints spanning 1.75% of the genome, while 

the last sample added 235,000 novel footprints and 0.04% novel genome coverage. We 

repeated the same analysis using only high-quality footprints based on HINT and 
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Wellington scores (see next section). As expected, this analysis revealed even greater over-

lap across samples, since many footprints detected in only a single sample are of low qual-

ity (Figure II.II.C, bottom). These results suggest that at least for well-sampled tissues such 

as brain, our atlas captures most detectable footprints. 

 

 

Figure II.III: Predictive performance on a held out test set of a gradient boosted decision 
tree (GBDT) model of the 62 transcription factors (264 motifs) in the ENCODE-generated 
ChIP-seq samples. We compare to baseline models that use only motif information, TSS 
distance and GC content, and a linear model that uses all of these. A) Results using motifs 
devoid of footprint scores and metrics but including the following features: GC content, 
motif score, distance to TSS, and TF classes. B) Results for footprints generated from both 
Seed16 & Seed20 alignments using all aforementioned features, footprint scores and foot-
print metrics.  The GBDT model obtains the best performance by nearly all metrics, though 
the amount by which it outperforms the linear model on the footprint data is in some cases 
marginal enough that an interpretable linear model may be preferred for some applications.  
The threshold in the third column refers to the decision boundary at which the continuous 
output of the models, which varies between zero and one, is thresholded and a classification 
decision is made.  We note that the aggregate models obtain good performance over a rel-
atively wide range of thresholds compared to the models using individual methods. 

 

Validation and filtering of footprints with ChIP-seq and machine learning 
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Next, we sought to validate TF binding site predictions in our atlas and chose appropriate 

thresholds at which footprints reliably indicate TF occupancy. For this purpose, we com-

pared footprints from 21 DNase-seq experiments in lymphocytes to predicted TF binding 

sites (peak regions) from ChIP-seq of 66 TFs in the same cell type. The genomic back-

ground for this analysis is the set of all genome-wide instances of the sequence motifs 

recognized by a given TF. On their own, these motif instances have an extremely high false 

positive rate >90%. We used the footprints from all 21 samples to define two scores at each 

genomic location: (i) the “best footprint score”, defined as the highest score at this location 

in any of the samples; and (ii) the “footprint fraction”, defined as the proportion of inde-

pendent samples with a non-zero footprint score. We then tested for a linear relationship 

between these footprint scores and the likelihood that a motif instance corresponded to a 

true-positive binding site from ChIP-seq, testing performance via the Matthews correlation 

coefficient (MCC), area under the receiver operator curve (AUROC), and area under the 

precision-recall curve (AUPR). The most accurate predictor was the best HINT20 score, 

which achieved a maximum MCC of 0.42, corresponding to AUROC > 0.9 (Figure II.III). 

The high AUROC was driven by true negatives, which comprise 3,936,242 of the 

4,110,504 total observations. The vast majority of true negatives had low HINT scores. 

True positives often had a high HINT score, but high HINT scores also had a significant 

false positive rate (Fig. II.S3). It should be kept in mind that true and false positive here 

are “soft” assignments, since ChIP-seq experiments are themselves imperfect predictors of 

TF occupancy. 

We were curious whether performance could be improved by combining footprint scores 

from multiple algorithms with additional information about genomic context. We 
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employed a supervised machine-learning approach, treating the ChIP-seq peaks as true 

positives. We employed two machine-learning algorithms: linear regression and gradient 

boosting trees implemented with XGBoost. We constructed and evaluated a comprehen-

sive model that included as predictors the footprint scores from both HINT and Wellington 

using both the 16 bp and 20 bp seed sizes. Additional predictors included a score for the 

strength of the match to the sequence motif, TF Class, GC content, and distance to a tran-

scription start site (TSS). We compared this comprehensive model to predictions based on 

footprint scores alone, as well as to a baseline model that considered motif scores and ge-

nomic context but ignored footprinting data. 

In the comprehensive model, gradient-boosting and linear regression achieved 

maximum MCC of 0.42 and 0.40, respectively (Figure II.III), The predictor with the largest 

contribution to accuracy was the best HINT20 score, followed by the HINT20 footprint 

fraction (Figure II.IV). Prediction accuracy was lower in the baseline models, but remained 

better than chance (gradient-boosting, MCC = 0.32; linear regression, MCC = 0.27; Figure 

II.III). In these models, distance to the TSS was the most significant contributor to the 

prediction. While the maximum MCC of the HINT20 footprint-only vs. comprehensive 

models were identical (0.42), the footprint-only model had a relatively small threshold 

window within which both true positive and false negative error rates were well controlled. 

Therefore, incorporating information about genomic context does not dramatically im-

prove prediction accuracy but could potentially improve the robustness of these predic-

tions. 

We used machine learning models to select appropriate cutoffs for high-quality footprints. 

We determined that a HINT score >200 and a Wellington scores < -27 were optimal 
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filtering thresholds to control both false positive and false negative errors. Applying these 

filters reduced the percent coverage of the genome from 34% to 9.8% across all tissues 

(Figure II.II.B). This filtered estimate is in line with current estimates for the fraction of 

the genome that is actively involved in gene regulation. HINT20 footprints with scores 

>200 were used in downstream analyses unless otherwise specified. 

 

 

Figure II.IV: Importance matrix quantifying the contribution of each feature when trained 
and tested on the ENCODE ChIP-seq dataset for 62 transcription factors.   

 

Footprints predict effects of genetic variants on gene expression 

An important goal for footprinting is to predict the gene regulatory effects of non-coding 

SNPs. It has previously been shown that the majority of haplotypes with cis-acting effects 

on gene expression (expression quantitative trait loci; eQTLs) contain SNPs that are lo-

cated within DNase I hypersensitive regions [52]. However, DHS regions span a large 
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fraction of the genome, and many SNPs within DHS regions have no evidence for influ-

encing gene expression. It remains controversial whether footprints more precisely capture 

the causal variants on eQTL haplotypes: some recent studies found that only a small frac-

tion of eQTL haplotypes overlap footprints [43,52], while others have suggested a stronger 

enrichment [53,54]. To address this question, we examined overlap between footprints in 

our database with eQTLs from the Genotype Tissue Expression (GTEx) consortium.  

 

 

Figure II.V: Footprinted regions are enriched for eQTLs. Counts of eSNPs overlapping 
predicted TF binding sites across all DHS tissues. Barplots indicate the total number of 
eSNPs overlapping footprints across all GTex tissues. B) Comparison of CAVIAR eQTL 
scores with the fold enrichment for TFBS/eQTLs. 

 
We evaluated overlap between footprints (HINT20 score >= 200) from our data-

base with expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) in 44 tissues from the Genotype-Tissue 

Expression Consortium (GTEx V6p) [21]. We focused on 1,561,655 genetic variants sig-

nificantly associated with the expression of a nearby gene (<1MB) and in the credible set 

of variants for the gene at a high confidence level (95%) in at least one tissue, based on 
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Bayesian fine-mapping with CAVIAR (Hormozdiari, Kostem, Kang, Pasaniuc, & Eskin, 

2014). Across all eQTL and footprint tissues, we found that 163,330 of these 1,561,655 

variants intersected a TFBS from our footprint database (TFBS-eQTLs). Counts of TFBS-

eQTLs in individual tissues from our footprint database ranged from 743 (urinary bladder) 

to 71,692 (extra-embryonic structure) (Figure II.V.A). We tested whether this overlap was 

greater than expected by chance by mapping footprints to all 11,959,406 genotyped and 

imputed variants in the GTEx V6p dataset, followed by resampling permutations. We 

found significant enrichments (p < 0.001) for all 27 footprint tissue x 44 eQTL tissue com-

binations. The overlap of footprints and eQTLs in mismatched tissues likely reflects the 

fact that many of the strongest footprints and eQTLs are detected in multiple tissues [21]. 

Sample size differs dramatically between tissues both in our footprint database and in 

GTEx, making it difficult to discern biologically relevant tissue-specific effects. Therefore, 

in subsequent analyses we considered all eQTLs together, regardless of the tissue in which 

they were discovered. 

We also determined whether eQTL SNPs with the highest likelihood of being 

causal variants from linkage-disequilibrium (LD)-based fine-mapping with CAVIAR were 

also the most likely to overlap a footprint. eQTL variants that overlapped a footprint had 

higher posterior probabilities for being causal than eQTL variants that did not overlap foot-

prints (t = -61.4, p << 1e-308). Indeed, we detected a strong positive association between 

a variant’s posterior probability of being causal and the strength of enrichment for foot-

prints, consistently across footprints from all 27 tissues (Figure II.V.B). Focusing on the 

3,193 eQTL variants with posterior probabilities > 0.8, we found that 29.2% (932) overlap 

a footprint. Resampling permutations indicated that this overlap for tissue-specific 
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footprints is ~10-40-fold greater than expected by chance. These results suggest that a large 

fraction of eQTLs may be explained by causal variants that alter TF binding sites, with 

many of these effects captured by footprints in our database.  

 

 

Figure II.VI: Partitioned heritability of tissue-specific footprints in related GWAS by foot-
print confidence score decile (decile 1 = lowest scores, decile 10 = highest scores). A) 
Partitioned heritability of brain footprints by decile in 27 summarized brain-related traits. 
B) Heritability of lymphoblast footprint deciles in 8 summarized immune-related traits. 

 

Tissue-specific footprints are enriched for disease-associated SNPs  

Finally, we tested the hypothesis that high-scoring footprints are enriched for genetic var-

iants associated with disease risk. To address this question, we studied genome-wide sum-

mary statistics from well-powered GWAS of eight immune-related traits and of 27 psychi-

atric, behavioral, and cognitive traits (Methods; Table II.S3). We hypothesized that 
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heritability for immune traits would be specifically associated with footprints in lympho-

cytes, while heritability for neuropsychiatric traits would be specifically associated with 

footprints in the brain. 

When considering all tissue-specific footprints from our database (HINT20 score > 

0 in any sample), we found that footprints from brain tissue were strongly enriched for 

heritability for brain-related traits, and footprints from lymphoblasts were strongly en-

riched for heritability for immune-related traits. However, since the majority of base pairs 

that are open chromatin have a non-zero footprint score, this result is not distinguishable 

from previously reported enrichments of heritability in open chromatin. We therefore ex-

amined whether footprints with higher scores contributed more to heritability than foot-

prints with lower scores. We used a partitioned heritability approach where we divided 

footprints into deciles based off of their maximum tissue-specific footprint scores. We 

found that footprints with the highest scores in brain contributed disproportionately to her-

itability to brain related traits but were not strongly associated with immune traits (Figure 

II.VI.A). Conversely, footprints with the highest scores in lymphoblasts contributed dis-

proportionately and specifically to heritability in immune-related traits (Figure II.VI.B). 

Interestingly, we also found that positions of open chromatin in the brain that had very low 

footprint scores (bottom decile) contributed disproportionately to risk for brain-related 

traits. Motif enrichment analyses of the top vs. bottom deciles indicated that these segments 

of open chromatin are enriched for binding sites for distinct families of TFs. For instance, 

motifs recognized by several neurodevelopmental TFs (e.g., the LMX family) were dispro-

portionately found in the bottom decile; these neurodevelopmental TFs are known to bind 

DNA more transiently than other TF classes, leaving a less distinct footprint signature [55] 
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(Table II.S4). Taken together, our results support the hypothesis that the enrichment of 

disease risk in open chromatin is disproportionately due to variants that impact TF binding 

and indicate that a footprint’s score is positively associated with disease risk for many but 

not all TFs. 

 

D. Discussion 
 
Here, we have described a uniform workflow for DNase genomic footprinting and gener-

ated a comprehensive atlas of TF binding sites in 27 human tissues. We validated these 

footprints using data from ChIP-seq and eQTL experiments. At optimal thresholds, foot-

prints in our database span 9.8% of the human genome, describing an expansive landscape 

of tissue-specific TF occupancy. We found strong, tissue-specific enrichments of footprints 

for disease-associated SNPs from GWAS, demonstrating the utility of our database to char-

acterize gene regulatory mechanisms underlying human disease. 

Machine learning approaches yielded several insights. First, footprinting infor-

mation improved predictive accuracy compared to a baseline model. We note that since 

ChIP-seq itself is an imperfect gold standard, some footprints with no corresponding ChIP-

seq may nonetheless be true binding sites for transcription factor. Footprinting may in fact 

identify a broader range of putative binding regions relevant to gene regulation, particularly 

in light of the strong relationship found with eQTLs. As a future direction, integration of 

additional epigenomic data could provide additional predictive power to discern active vs. 

inactive binding sites. 

We also demonstrated strong enrichments of heritability for complex traits at the 

highest-scoring footprints, specifically in disease-relevant tissues. Given that the vast 
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majority of risk variants in GWAS fall within non-coding regions, this finding suggests 

that disruption of TF binding may be a common mechanism by which genetic risk is con-

ferred. These results build on previous findings that heritability for complex traits is en-

riched in open chromatin regions. Annotating risk variants with footprint scores improves 

specificity and mechanistic insight compared to annotating these SNPs based only on chro-

matin state. This finding demonstrates the utility of our footprint atlas for fine-mapping 

and other systems-level interrogations of complex genetic traits. Interestingly, we found 

that low-scoring footprints in the brain were highly associated with risk, and that these 

footprints disproportionately contained motifs for developmental TFs. This indicates that 

caution should be taken when using hard footprint score cutoffs, especially in the brain. 

This resource also represents a case-study in the development of scalable cloud-based 

systems for large-scale data analysis [48]. The Globus Genomics [48] workflow used to 

create this resource can readily be extended to new open chromatin datasets and footprint-

ing algorithms as they become available, potentially including newly developed ap-

proaches for open chromatin profiling in thousands of single-cells. This workflow is part 

of a family of interconnected tools being built within our Big Data for Discovery Science 

(BDDS) center (http://bd2k.ini.usc.edu). We have made user-friendly flat files for all foot-

prints in this analysis available at  

http://data.nemoarchive.org/other/grant/sament/sament/footprint_atlas. 
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Lead Contact. Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be di-

rected to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Seth Ament (SAment@som.umary-

land.edu). 

 

Materials Availability. This study did not generate new unique reagents. 

 

Data and Code Availability. Footprint data files are freely available at http://data.nemo-

archive.org/other/grant/sament/. Code and workflows available at https://github.com/glo-

busgenomics/genomics-footprint. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS 

This study did not use experimental models. 

 
 
Method Details 

 

Overview 

We created and executed footprinting workflows using various tools and services built and 

operated as a part of the NIH Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K) Big Data for Discovery 

Science (BDDS) center (http://bd2k.ini.usc.edu). At a high level, these tools enabled au-

thoring and orchestration of complex and multi-tool workflows, transparent and elastic 

scaling on cloud resources, reproducible analysis based on provenance captured using 

minids and Big Data Bags (BDBags) (detailed below). The scalable workflows were built 

using the cloud-based Globus Genomics service [56].  These workflows include data 
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retrieval from ENCODE using our ENCODE2Bag service that creates a portable data unit 

that encapsulates the entire results of an ENCODE query at a specific point in time. The 

resulting BDBag is passed as input to various analysis workflows that are executed in par-

allel to identify DNA footprints using cloud-based resources. The Globus Genomics plat-

form, coupled with the BDDS tools, facilitates reproducibility of complex analysis for large 

cohorts through well-defined and published workflows [48]. 

 

BDBags, Minids 

The input data from ENCODE consisted of all available DNase Hypersensitivity (DHS) 

datasets from 27 tissue types. ENCODE provides metadata for each tissue type which was 

exported and included in a BDBag [57]. BDBag is a format for defining a dataset and its 

contents by enumerating the data elements, regardless of their location, and for associating 

metadata. BDBags can be passed between services and materialized (by downloading data 

elements) only when needed. All datasets used in the workflow are identified using 

minids—a lightweight identifier for uniquely identifying a dataset. Minid and BDBag tools 

provide mechanisms for exchanging datasets by name, without regard for location or size, 

and with assurance that the data have not been modified. 

 

ENCODE2Bag Service and Globus Genomics 

The ENCODE2Bag service provides a simple web interface for exporting identified, veri-

fiable collections of data from ENCODE. The service when given an ENCODE query, 

dynamically creates a BDBag that is stored on Amazon S3, and identified with a 
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minid.  The BDBag does not contain the large genomics files, but rather includes a manifest 

file which enumerates the files with their location(s) and checksum(s) for verifying integ-

rity when accessed. The summary of the ENCODE query, represented as a Tab Separated 

Value file, is included in the BDBag as metadata to track and record provenance. Thus, 

given a BDBag, a user may, at any point in the future, obtain the results of that ENCODE 

query executed at the original time—an important property for reproducibility. BDBag 

tools abstracts the process by which a BDBag is “materialized”.  

Globus Genomics is a cloud-hosted web service that enables rapid analysis of large 

genomics data. The service has over 3000 computationally optimized tools and a collection 

of best practices analysis workflows. Additionally, we added the data management tools 

built as part of the BDDS BD2K center to the service to make it easier for researchers to 

build high performance, reproducible bioinformatics workflows.  

Globus provides reliable, secure, and high performance data transfer between Glo-

bus “endpoints”  [58] .  Globus provides a common interface to a variety of storage systems 

ranging from local POSIX file systems, through to cloud object stores (e.g., AmazonS3), 

high performance file systems, and even archival tape storage. Globus is able to orchestrate 

data transfer between any two systems by managing authentication with both endpoints, 

optimizing transfer configurations for transfer rate, recovering from errors, and notifying 

users of transfer status. We used Globus file transfer functionality to move large amounts 

of data from repositories, institutional storage systems, and local computers to the high 

performance, cloud-hosted compute resources used by the workflow.  

The analysis workflows require only the minid of the input dataset to perform the 

analysis. The Globus Genomics service uses minid tools to transparently resolve the 
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location of the BDBag, it then uses the BDBag tools to identify the contents of the dataset, 

and finally uses Globus to transfer the raw files to the cloud-hosted analysis infrastructure. 

 

Scalable workflow for predicting Transcription Factor Binding Sites  

In this workflow, we used the above-mentioned tools to materialize the BDBag for each 

tissue. Each tissue type contained DHS data for multiple samples. In addition, each sample 

had a variable number of replicate sequence data. Footprints were generated for the same 

input data using two alignment seed-lengths of 16 and 20 units, respectively. The analysis 

of the data consisted of aligning each replicate sample using the SNAP-aligner [49]. Once 

the alignment BAM files were produced for each replicate, they were merged using 

Samtools [59]. The merged BAM file was used to generate regions of open chromatin using 

F-Seq [25] based on the recommended parameters by Koohy et al, with the minimum re-

ported size reduced from 500 bases to 400 [60]. Wellington was run with the -fdrlimit set 

to -1, to be the most lenient in reporting. HINT was run using standard settings. Neither 

Wellington nor HINT were run using any cleavage bias correction [23,26]. The footprints 

were then stored in a relational database for ease of query. 

The size of the input data (2.5 TB) and variability in replicate quantity for all sam-

ples (1591 FASTQ samples) made for a complex analysis (Figure II.II). The Globus Ge-

nomics platform allowed us to automate this analysis through its support for transparent 

batch submission and parallelization methods. We utilized Amazon EC2 r3.8xlarge in-

stance type with 32 CPUs and 244 gigabyte memory per node. The analysis of all tissues 

generated over 5 TB of data while using approximately 68,771 CPU hours (2149.1 node 
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hours). The analysis of each tissue was executed in parallel. In addition, each patient and 

their replicates were executed in parallel, as well as each footprint algorithm 

 

Alignment  

For each tissue type, we started with the FASTQ files from the ENCODE portal (en-

codeproject.org). Some ENCODE experiments contain multiple biological samples, while 

others may contain only a single sample. An ENCODE experiment may contain single or 

paired-end reads, with varying depth of sequencing and varying read length in each exper-

iment. 

The ENCODE data was generated using short reads (<50 bases), resulting in a high 

number of potential sequence matches. This led us to produce alignments based on two 

different hash table seed lengths. Each FASTQ file (or paired-end files) was aligned to 

GRCh38 using the SNAP algorithm [49]. SNAP uses a default seed length of 20. We ad-

ditionally aligned to seed size 16, given the shorter sequence lengths. Using the experiment 

groupings from ENCODE, we produced 386 BAM files for each seed. 

 

Identifying regions of open chromatin 

Based on work from Koohy et al., who compared four different approaches (F-Seq, 

Hotspot, MACS and ZINBA) [60] we used F-seq [61] to identify regions of open chroma-

tin from the aligned BAM files using the same recommended parameters. As stated in the 

F-Seq documentation, the results are non-deterministic because it uses a variable seed num-

ber in selecting a starting point for determining regions of open chromatin. The seed sets 
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the sliding frame at which regions are considered, leading to slightly different beginning 

and ending points of open chromatin. The resulting regions (in BED format) vary slightly 

when repeated. The variable coverage on the edges becomes less of an issue with increased 

sample numbers.  

 

Motif database curation 

As footprints from HINT and Wellington are motif agnostic and do not include information 

on motif matches, we integrated the footprint locations with motifs and motif-transcription 

factor mappings from JASPAR, HOCOMOCO, UniPROBE, and SwissRegulon. There is 

considerable redundancy between these databases, which often contain position weight 

matrices that are similar or identical. A motif in one database can also be quite different 

from the motif in another database associated with the same transcription factor, resulting 

in different mappings. To avoid inclusion of redundant motifs, we updated and modified 

an existing R package, MotifDB [62], to include the latest versions of all four databases. 

We evaluated the similarity of all motifs using Tomtom [63]. Those motifs that were sig-

nificantly different from the 2016 release of JASPAR (-log(p-value) ³ 7.3) were retained, 

yielding a total of 1,530 motifs. In addition to the mappings provided by each of the afore-

mentioned databases, we also expanded the TF-motif mappings to incorporate families of 

TFs with very similar DNA sequence specificity, using information from  TFClass [51]. 

The complete mapping can be accessed through MotifDB by calling the “associateTran-

scriptionFactors” method. The number of original motifs considered for each database and 

the number of motifs and transcription factor mappings retained after filtering are found in 

Supplementary Table 1. 
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Collectively, our aggregated collection of motif databases and mappings contains 

1,530 unique motifs recognized by 1,515 transcription factors. Many motifs were associ-

ated with a single transcription factor, while a few promiscuous motifs were associated 

with as many as 60 transcription factors. Two representative examples of these mappings 

are found in Supplementary Figure 2. An entire map of all motifs and TFs can be found in 

the Supplementary Table 2. Reversing the association, many transcription factors were as-

sociated with one motif, while a few transcription factors were associated with > 100 mo-

tifs. The total number of motif-transcription factor mappings considered was 13,242. 

 

Combining footprints with database of motifs 

To maximize coverage, and because of the potential imprecise nature of footprints, if any 

part of a known motif overlapped with a single base of the footprint, an entry was created. 

Intersection was done by porting the motif instances and footprints into the Ge-

nomicRanges R package, using the “any” option [64].  

 

ChIP-seq validation and machine learning models 

We joined all footprints based upon location in the genome to create one unified dataset 

per tissue. To account for the fact that the same footprints are often found in multiple sam-

ples from the same tissue, we retained the best score for each method and added as an ad-

ditional metric the number of times a footprint was found at that location. As HINT is far 

more sensitive than Wellington, we scaled this count metric to one that captured the frac-

tion of samples in which a given footprint was found. After we summed the number of 
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footprints for each location, we used the highest number of occurrences as the denominator 

for all footprints in that method, resulting in a fractional representation for the occurrence 

metric. Additionally, we recognized that footprint-motif intersections include overlap of 

any size, but regions with higher overlap might indicate higher-confidence cases. To cap-

ture this effect, we calculated the overlap distance between each motif and its footprints 

for both seed as a fraction of motif length. JASPAR transcription factor class information 

was one-hot encoded in our feature matrix. GC content was calculated for each motif found 

within a footprint by using a window of 100 bases from the center on each side of the motif. 

Distance in base pairs (BP) to the nearest transcription start site (TSS) was calculated for 

each motif and transformed using the arcsinh (hyperbolic arcsine) function.  

For purposes of validating the model, we designated chromosomes 2 and 4 as a 

hold-out set that was left untouched until the very end after all model parameter sets had 

been tested. Chromosomes 1, 3, and 5 were used to test the models as different parameters 

in architectures were explored. The remaining chromosomes were used to train the models. 

We trained two classes of models: 1) a basic logistic regression model, and 2) a gradient 

boosted model, which aggregates an ensemble of decision trees to learn a nonlinear deci-

sion boundary. Regression models were constructed for their ease of interpretability, as 

well as for a baseline to which we compare the performance of the boosted models. We 

trained logistic regression models not only for all features in the ensemble, but on each 

feature individually, in order to get an idea of which features were most predictive of ChIP-

seq hits. The boosted model was chosen based on its predictive power, as gradient boosted 

trees have been shown to offer state of the art performance for tasks of this nature [65].  We 
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used the R package XGBoost to create this model using a maximum tree depth of 7, 200 

rounds of boosting, and a logistic regression optimization criterion [66]. 

One challenge that we encountered in creating this model is that the number of 

footprints for a given motif (or set of motifs connected to a given transcription factor) is 

orders of magnitude larger than the number of ChIP-seq peaks. This imbalance is problem-

atic in the setting of this machine-learning format, as it increases memory requirements 

significantly and results in a poor signal-to-noise ratio. In order to address this issue in our 

training set, we sampled 20 million hits of 264 motifs, combined these motif hits with our 

lymphoblast footprints, then filtered for a 10:1 ratio of negative-to-positives. We did not 

filter any of the ChIP-seq hits in our training set. This resulted in a more balanced training 

set in which the features associated with true positives could be better learned. We also 

used a statistical measure of performance, the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC), 

that was designed to be robust to unbalanced sample sizes in the two classes being com-

pared [67].  

 

eQTL Enrichment 

Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) from the Genotype Tissue Expression Consor-

tium (GTEx; V6p 95% credible causal sets) [21] were downloaded from the UCSC Ge-

nome Browser (http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/database/gtexEqtl*) on 

January 5, 2018. In addition, as a background set, we downloaded the table of all 

11,959,406 genotyped and imputed variants from the GTEx V6p dataset (“GTEx_Analy-

sis_2015-01-12_OMNI_2.5M_5M_450Indiv_chr1-22-X_genot_im-

put_info04_maf01_HWEp1E6_variant_id_lookup.txt.gz”) from the GTEx web portal 
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(www.gtexportal.org; accessed March 16, 2018). GTEx variants were converted to hg38 

coordinates using the UCSC Genome Browser’s liftOver tool (https://ge-

nome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver) with default parameters [68]. We identified TF binding 

site-altering variants by intersecting the locations of GTEx variants with the locations of 

TF binding sites from DNase-seq footprinting, using the genomic coordinates of motifs 

that overlap a footprint with a HINT score >= 200. Statistical associations between foot-

prints and eQTL posterior probabilities were calculated using the t.test() function in R. 

Statistical significance for overlap between variants that alter TF binding sites and variants 

that are eQTLs was calculated from 1,000 re-sampling permutations, drawing variants at 

random from the complete set of genetic variants in GTEx V6p. 

 

Partitioned Heritability Analysis 

We utilized a partitioned heritability approach to characterize the relationship between 

footprint confidence scores and relevant phenotypes. First, we divided all the pooled foot-

prints in a given tissue type into decile bins based on the score assigned to the best HINT20 

score (1=lowest scores, 10=highest scores). We then used portioned LD Score Regression 

(LDSC) [15] to assess each decile’s contribution to heritability for several disease traits. 

The immune traits assessed were ulcerative colitis, type 1 diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, 

primary biliary cirrhosis, multiple sclerosis, lupus, Crohn’s disease, and celiac disease. The 

neuropsychiatric traits included educational attainment, neuroticism, schizophrenia, and 

bipolar disorder, as well as 23 additional brain-related traits taken from the top 100 most 

heritable traits in the UK Biobank (Table II.S3) [14,69–77]. The top and bottom brain 
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deciles were compared using a chi-squared test, and we used the residuals to determine 

over- and under-represented TFs in both deciles. 

 

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

DNase-I genomic footprints were identified with HINT and Wellington. Thresholds for 

selecting high-quality footprints were evaluated via a gradient boosting model, comparing 

footprint locations to true-positive TF binding sites from ChIP-seq. Overlap of footprints 

with eQTLs was evaluated with bootstrap permutations and t-tests. Enrichment of foot-

prints for SNPs associated with risk for human traits was calculated with stratified LD score 

regression. Details are provided in the Methods Details section, above. 
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Chapter III: Regulome-wide association study identifies enhancer properties associated 
with risk for schizophrenia2 
 
 
A. Abstract 

 
Genetic risk for complex traits is strongly enriched in non-coding genomic regions in-

volved in gene regulation, especially enhancers. However, we lack adequate tools to con-

nect the characteristics of these disruptions to genetic risk. Here, we propose RWAS (Reg-

ulome Wide Association Study), a new framework to identify the characteristics of enhanc-

ers that contribute to genetic risk for disease. Applying our technique to interrogate genetic 

risk for schizophrenia, we found that risk-associated enhancers in this disease are predom-

inantly active in the brain, evolutionarily conserved, and AT-rich. The association between 

AT percentage and risk corresponds to an overrepresentation in risk-associated enhancers 

for the binding sites of transcription factors that recognize AT-rich cis-regulatory motifs. 

Several of the TFs identified in our model as being overrepresented in risk-associated en-

hancers, including MEF2C, are master regulators of neuronal development. The genes that 

encode several of these TFs are themselves located at genetic risk loci for schizophrenia. 

This list also includes brain-expressed TFs that have not previously been linked to schizo-

phrenia. In summary, we developed a generalizable approach that integrates GWAS sum-

mary statistics with enhancer characteristics to identify risk factors in tissue-specific regu-

latory regions. 

 
2 Regulome-wide association study identifies enhancer properties associated with risk for schizophrenia. 
Casella AM, Colantuoni C, Ament SA. bioRxiv. 2021. doi:10.1101/2021.06.14.448418. 
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B. Author Summary 
 

Enhancers are regulatory regions that influence gene expression via the binding of tran-

scription factors. Risk for many heritable diseases is enriched in regulatory regions, includ-

ing enhancers. In this study, we introduce a novel method of testing for association between 

enhancer attributes and risk and use this method to determine the enhancer characteristics 

that are associated with risk for schizophrenia. We found that enhancers associated with 

schizophrenia risk are both evolutionarily conserved and in physical contact with mutation-

intolerant genes, many of which have neurodevelopmental functions. Risk-associated en-

hancers are also AT-rich and contain binding sites for neurodevelopmental transcription 

factors. 

 

C. Introduction 
 

Regulatory regions in human disease  

Non-coding genomic regions involved in gene regulation such as enhancers and promoters, 

as well as the transcriptional machinery that interacts with them, govern regulatory pro-

grams that underlie cell identity and specialization, patterning, and numerous functions 

necessary for the proper functioning of the body’s tissues and organs [78,79]. Genetic stud-

ies of many human traits indicate an enrichment of risk in these gene regulatory regions 

[14,15,18,38,80,81]. In genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of diseases such as car-

diovascular, autoimmune, and neuropsychiatric disorders, more than 90 percent of SNPs 

in risk loci are non-coding variants [82]. Epigenomic studies over the past decade have 

mapped tissue- and cell type-specific gene regulatory elements in the non-coding genome, 

opening the door for large-scale exploration of their contribution to human disease. Such 
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studies have demonstrated that disease-associated genetic variation is concentrated in reg-

ulatory regions in a tissue- and cell type-specific manner. For example, rheumatoid arthritis 

(RA) and Crohn’s disease risk are highly enriched in regions of accessible (active) chro-

matin from blood and immune cells, while type 2 diabetes risk is enriched in open chro-

matin from endocrine tissue [15]. Disease risk has also been connected to more specific 

regulatory elements, including enhancers and distal gene regulatory elements that activate 

and refine the cell type- and context-specific activity of many promoters [41]. 

These findings suggest that much of the genetic risk for complex traits acts through 

the disruption of regulatory regions unique to relevant tissue and cell types. However, there 

remain substantial gaps in our knowledge about the mechanisms by which variants in spe-

cific promoters and enhancers predispose to risk. This is in part because existing tools, 

while powerful, are not specifically designed to evaluate the features of specific regulatory 

regions that are associated with disease risk. Some of the most widely used approaches in 

this space include long distance interaction methods, fine-mapping tools, and approaches 

that leverage linkage disequilibrium. H-MAGMA performs gene-based association tests 

by aggregating the associations from all the SNPs in each gene’s distal regulatory regions 

predicted by Hi-C experiments to make inferences about genes, not regulatory elements 

[34]. Epigenomic fine-mapping tools such as PAINTOR and RiVIERA integrate non-cod-

ing annotations to predict specific, causal SNPs [35,36]. Stratified Linkage-Disequilibrium 

Score Regression (LDSC) is a highly effective tool for genome-wide inference of genomic 

features (e.g., open chromatin regions, evolutionarily conserved regions) enriched for 
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disease risk, but is primarily used to assess binary annotations – rather  than quantitative 

scores – and is underpowered for annotations representing less than ~1% of the genome 

[15].  

Here, we propose RWAS (for Regulome-Wide Association Study) to test associa-

tions of genetic risk with specific enhancers and enhancer properties. In the RWAS frame-

work (Figure III.I), we first collect enhancer annotations in a tissue relevant to the trait of 

interest, then identify risk-associated enhancers by aggregating the effects of all SNPs that 

overlap the enhancer’s position in the genome. Finally, we test for associations of enhancer 

features with disease risk using a regression framework. RWAS is implemented as a novel 

application of MAGMA [82], which was originally developed for gene-based association 

studies and is widely used for that purpose. RWAS is fast, extensible, and requires only 

GWAS summary statistics and enhancer-level annotations and covariates. We apply 

RWAS to characterize enhancers and enhancer features that are associated with risk for 

schizophrenia (SCZ), a severe psychiatric disorder for which well-powered GWAS identi-

fied hundreds of risk loci enriched in brain-specific gene regulatory regions [82]. As part 

of this work, we also compiled a resource of high quality adult and fetal brain enhancer 

maps to identify risk-associated enhancer traits in the brain, suitable for association testing 
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with RWAS. Our analyses reveal novel associations of SCZ risk with AT-rich enhancers 

in the developing brain and risk-associated transcription factor networks. 

 

 

Figure III.I: RWAS workflow overview. In brief, the RWAS workflow involves annotating 
SNPs to enhancers and other regulatory regions (rather than genes). Enhancer-level sum-
mary statistics are computed for input into association testing. Then, we use the MAGMA 
linear modeling framework to compute genetic associations between supplied enhancer-
level covariates and these enhancer-based GWAS summary statistics. This approach relies 
on high-quality enhancer annotations for the tissue of interest that capture genetic risk for 
the disorder. To ensure these conditions were met, we first thoroughly characterized a set 
of brain-specific enhancers and demonstrated that these enhancers capture genetic risk for 
schizophrenia.   

 

D. Results 
 

A database of enhancers and enhancer annotations in the human brain. 
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The three elements required for an RWAS analysis are a database of tissue-specific 

gene regulatory elements, annotations describing the attributes of the enhancers to test for 

association testing, and GWAS summary statistics for a trait of interest. Here, we utilized 

chromHMM-derived enhancer predictions in 127 human tissues and cell types from the 

ROADMAP consortium as a regulatory element database [83]. These predictions are made 

using a hidden Markov model run on a series of epigenetic marks from each tissue, includ-

ing chromatin accessibility and histone marks such as H3K27ac. A major advantage of the 

ROADMAP dataset is that the wealth of different tissues available makes cross-tissue com-

parison easier, enabling an unbiased view of enhancer activity across tissues and cell types. 

Analyses presented in this paper focus primarily on schizophrenia (SCZ), for which pur-

pose we are primarily interested in annotations of enhancers in the brain. The dataset con-

tains chromatin state annotations for 15 brain-related samples, including seven samples 

from the adult brain, three from the prenatal brain at mid-gestation, three from embryonic 

stem cell (ESC)-derived neuronal progenitors or neurons, and two from neurosphere cul-

tures. These annotations contain genomic coordinates of regions that were designated as 

enhancers by chromHMM’s hidden Markov model. In order to benchmark these enhancer 

annotations against other methods of enhancer annotation, we also studied predicted en-

hancer locations (regular- and high-confidence) from the psychENCODE consortium. 

These enhancers were derived from tissue from the prefrontal cortex, and were defined as 

areas enriched for acetylation at lysine 27 of the histone 3 tail (H3K27ac), which marks 
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active regulatory regions, and depleted for tri-methylation at lysine 4 on the histone 3 tail 

(H3K4me3), which occurs primarily in promoters [84]. 

We validated these enhancer annotations by three different approaches. First, we 

compared enhancer locations in the 127 samples on the basis of summary statistics, includ-

ing enhancer length, genomic coverage, enhancer number, and AT-richness (Figure III.S1). 

Brain enhancers were largely similar to other tissues in terms of size, length, and coverage 

(Figure III.S1.A-F). Within the brain, adult brain samples had the highest coverage and 

number of predicted enhancers, while samples from fetal brain and models of neurodevel-

opment had lower coverage and number of enhancers (Figure III.S1.A and B). Fetal brain 
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and neurosphere samples had average enhancer lengths nearly 50 bp longer than those in 

adult brain samples (Figure III.S1.C).  

 

Figure III.II: Genome-level Jaccard similarity matrix demonstrates age- and experimental 
model- specific enhancer patterning. Fetal brain and neurosphere samples cluster together 
when the tree is cut at the second level, while adult brain samples, ESC-derived clusters, 
and astrocytes form separate groups. Color denotes Jaccard distance statistic. Groupings 
determined using hierarchical clustering. 

 
Second, we tested whether these enhancer annotations capture an element of tissue 

specificity. The Jaccard index was used to quantify pairwise similarity among the genomic 

locations of enhancers utilized in the 127 samples. As expected, enhancer utilization clus-

tered samples by organ, as well as by developmental age (Figure III.S3). In the brain, we 
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found three groups of samples distinguished by their enhancer utilization, corresponding 

to adult brain, fetal brain and cultured neurospheres, and cultured neural progenitors (Fig-

ure III.II).  

Third, we tested that our enhancer annotations confirm known associations, focus-

ing on SCZ [5]. Previous studies have shown that enhancers and other gene regulatory 

regions active in the human brain are enriched for heritability in SCZ [3–5]. As expected, 

stratified LD Score Regression using summary statistics from schizophrenia GWAS [5] 

confirmed that brain enhancers from our analysis were highly enriched for SCZ risk (Fig-

ure III.III.A). The adult brain-specific enhancer annotation most significantly enriched for 

SCZ risk was the inferior temporal gyrus (sample E072, p= 4.6E-14), and the fetal brain-

specific enhancer annotation most significantly enriched for risk was female fetal brain 

(sample E082, p= 1.28E-9). These enrichments were comparable in significance to the en-

richment of SCZ risk in two sets of adult prefrontal cortex enhancers from the PsychEN-

CODE consortium (Figure III.III.B) [84]. In summary, our validation tests indicate that 

ROADMAP ChromHMM models provide robust annotations of enhancers in the fetal and 

adult brain that capture a tissue-specific element of genetic risk for SCZ. These analyses 

define a total of 388,011 non-overlapping enhancer regions and are available at 

http://data.nemoarchive.org/other/grant/sament/sament/RWAS. 
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Figure III.III: Genetic risk for schizophrenia is enriched in chromHMM-derived brain en-
hancers. A) Partitioned heritability of enhancer annotations by tissue in schizophrenia. 
Brain enhancers are enriched for heritability in schizophrenia compared to other tissues. 
B) Partitioned heritability of individual brain samples. Adult brain enhancers had the most 
significant enrichment, followed by fetal brain enhancers. 

 

RWAS reveals enhancers and enhancer characteristics associated with risk for schiz-

ophrenia. 
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We hypothesized that SCZ risk is associated with SNPs that impact specific en-

hancers that are active in the brain. To identify these enhancers, we performed an “en-

hancer-based” GWAS analysis of the PGC2 SCZ GWAS, testing for significance for the 

aggregated SNPs within each enhancer using the SNP-wise regression model implemented 

in MAGMA (Figure III.IV.A). This analysis revealed a total of 2,784 risk-associated en-

hancers at a genome-wide significance threshold p < 1.3E-7, which corresponds to alpha < 

0.05 after Bonferroni correction for 388,011 non-overlapping brain-activated enhancer re-

gions in our database (Figure III.IV.B). 22,001 of these risk-associated brain enhancers are 

located within 63 of the 108 risk loci identified in the original (SNP-based) analysis of 

these data, while the remaining enhancers are at loci that did not reach genome-wide sig-

nificance in the primary analysis. Examination of specific risk loci indicated that risk-as-

sociated enhancers capture the genetic risk signal at many of the SNP-based risk loci in a 

tissue-specific manner (Figure III.IV.B). These findings demonstrate that tissue-specific 

enhancer based GWAS can capture risk signal from schizophrenia GWAS summary sta-

tistics.  
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Figure III.IV: Enhancer-based RWAS demonstrates tissue specificity of genetic risk cap-
ture. A) Enhancer-based GWAS allows the aggregation of non-coding SNPs into nearby 
enhancer regions and captures risk loci as enhancer-level risk associations. A region of 
chromosome 6 containing a risk locus is shown as an example. Individual points on the top 
panel denote SNPs, while the lines on the bottom panel represent enhancer regions. B) 
Brain enhancers capture risk loci missed by enhancers from other tissues. Enhancers from 
primary T cells captured fewer genome-wide significant SNPs when compared to enhanc-
ers from the inferior temporal lobe of the adult brain. The light gray shaded areas denote 
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loci where the enhancer annotation has more genome-wide significant SNPs when com-
pared to the other annotation. 

 

For validation, we integrated the SCZ-associated enhancers from our analysis with 

results from massively parallel reporter assays (MPRA) of schizophrenia risk alleles [16] 

and with expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) in the prefrontal cortex [17]. This anal-

ysis provided independent evidence for several of the top risk-associated enhancers in our 

analysis. A fetal brain-specific enhancer at chr1:243555100-243556100 (p= 7.68E-11), lo-

cated in an intron of SDCCAG8, contains a SNP (rs77149735) associated with differential 

enhancer activation by MPRA. A second fetal brain-specific, risk-associated enhancer 

from our analysis, located at chr22:42657000-42658000 (p=2.4E-9) contained the SNP 

rs134873, which was significantly associated with differential enhancer activity in MPRA 

assays and an eQTL for the genes FAM109B, NAGA, LINC00634, and WBP2NL. These 

results demonstrate both that our enhancers capture variants that have strong evidence of 

regulatory impact and that our enhancer-based association tests can be integrated with other 

datasets to identify regulatory regions for further follow up. 

The RWAS framework enables enhancer-property analyses to test for association 

between disease risk and a variety of enhancer features. Applying this approach to enhanc-

ers associated with risk for SCZ, we first tested the hypothesis that risk-associated enhanc-

ers regulate gene sets that have previously been implicated in neuropsychiatric studies. We 

used Hi-C data from the developing brain [18] to predict the targets of risk-associated en-

hancers. Across all the adult and fetal brain enhancer annotations, a total of 720 genes were 

in contact with at least one statistically significant risk-associated enhancer. These associ-

ations were quite reproducible: 648 of these genes were identified in more than one brain 
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tissue enhancer annotation and 248 were found in all ten. Using these enhancer-gene maps, 

we tested for enrichments in 64 gene sets that have previously been implicated in SCZ risk 

(Figure III.V.A). Enhancer targets were strongly enriched for genes that are intolerant of 

loss-of-function mutations (p=2.37E-3, pLI; p=2.16E-4, LOEUF [see methods for defini-

tion]). Risk-associated enhancers also disproportionally contact genes that are bound by 

the neuron-specific RNA-binding proteins Fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP) (p 

= 3.07E-5) and RBFOX1/3 (p = 3.75E-4), as well as targets of the autism-associated chro-

matin remodeling gene Chromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein 8 (CHD8) (p = 

3.99E-4). Rare mutations in FMRP and CHD8 cause neurodevelopmental disorders with 

autistic features [85–92] and regulate neurodevelopmental gene networks that have previ-

ously been linked to SCZ in genetic and proteomic studies [93,94]. These findings extend 

previous gene-based analyses [13,95]. 

 

 

Figure III.V: RWAS reveals target genes and enhancer characteristics associated with 
schizophrenia risk. A) Risk-associated enhancers are in physical contact with gene sets 
previously implicated in risk for neuropsychiatric disorders. GWAS = genes at GWAS risk 
loci. Full description of gene lists available in Methods. B) Evolutionarily conservation 
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and AT-richness of enhancers were associated with schizophrenia risk. HGE/HAR status 
and distance to the nearest gene TSS were not associated with risk. 
 

Next, we tested the hypothesis that risk-associated enhancers differ in their evolu-

tionary history from other enhancers in the brain. Enhancers with deep evolutionary con-

servation may have particularly important functions in the brain. It has also been postulated 

that risk for SCZ may involve evolutionarily novel enhancers, some of which regulate hu-

man-specific aspects of brain development [96,97]. Evolutionary conservation within en-

hancer regions (defined by GERP phylogeny scores) was positively associated with risk 

(Figure III.V.C), with fetal brain enhancers having the most significant associations (male 

fetal brain, 1.1E-10; germinal cortex at 20wk gestation, 5.2E-7; female fetal brain, 5.9E-7; 

all 10 adult and fetal brain enhancer annotations significant at FDR < 0.05). By contrast, 

enhancers in two categories of evolutionarily novel enhancers – human accelerated regions 

(HARs) and human-gained enhancers (HGEs) – were not significantly associated with 

schizophrenia risk (Figure III.V.B), in agreement with previous results [21]. This finding 

is unlikely to be due to low power, since 12,501 brain enhancers were found within 5kb of 

an HGE and 7,984 were located within a HAR. Therefore, schizophrenia risk-associated 

enhancers are older in evolutionary time and are not generally under positive selection. 

Since many enhancers regulate proximal promoter regions, we hypothesized that 

enhancers closer to a transcription start site would be more strongly associated with disease 

risk. However, we found that distance to the nearest gene was not associated with risk 

(Figure III.V.B). This is in line with the discovery of significant long-range interactions 

between schizophrenia risk SNPs and genes with neuronal functions [18]. 
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Unexpectedly, one of the enhancer features most strongly associated with SCZ risk 

was the percent of adenine-thymidine base pairs (AT richness), which was positively asso-

ciated with risk across all brain tissues surveyed (Figure III.V.B). The most significant 

association in adult brain was in prefrontal cortex enhancers (E073, p = 9.1E-7), while the 

strongest association in the fetal brain was in the fetal germinal matrix (E070, 20 weeks 

gestational age; p = 5.68E-6). Overall, brain enhancers do not have substantially higher AT 

richness than enhancers in other tissues (Figure III.S2.C). In addition, we did not find a 

strong association between AT richness and SCZ risk within enhancers from other tissues 

(Figure III.S4). Therefore, these results suggest that SCZ risk is enriched specifically at 

AT-rich enhancers in the adult and developing brain. 

 

SCZ-associated enhancers are enriched for binding sites for neurodevelopmental 

transcription factors recognizing AT-rich sequence motifs. 

We hypothesized that the association of AT risk enhancers with SCZ corresponds 

with occupancy by transcription factors that recognize AT-rich sequence motifs. To test 

this, we performed an RWAS testing for association between SCZ risk and binding sites 

for individual TFs. We used tissue-specific TF binding site predictions for 503 TFs, derived 

from integration of DNase-seq footprinting analysis in the human brain with JASPAR2016 

vertebrate sequence motifs  [33]. There was a strong association between the AT-richness 

of a given TF binding site motif and the effect size in our model (p= 2.0E-15 in female 

fetal brain). These associations were also borne out in a meta-analysis performed by com-

bining all 10 adult and fetal brain enhancer RWAS (p < 2E-16). We also found that TF 

motifs with positive association with SCZ risk in our RWAS had a higher AT percentages 

than motifs with a negative association; in other words, TF motifs that were 
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overrepresented in risk-associated enhancers had higher AT percentages than TF motifs 

that were depleted in risk-associated enhancers (Figure III.VI.A).  

While the nucleotide composition of promoters and of larger chromosomal seg-

ments (isochores, >300 kb on average) has been extensively described, the functional  dif-

ferences between AT-rich vs. GC-rich enhancers are not well understood. Strikingly, many 

of the most positively associated sequence motifs, all of which are AT rich, are recognized 

by neurodevelopmental TFs, including members of the MEF2 family, the EMX family, 

and the DLX family (Table III.I). Based on this result, we asked whether AT-richness 

might be a general feature of neurodevelopmental TFs. Indeed, TFs annotated to the Gene 

Ontology term “cell morphogenesis involved in neuron differentiation” and related GO 

terms had higher motif AT percentages than other TFs (Wilcoxon p = 5.0E-5,  Figure 

III.VI.B), and motifs recognized by these neurodevelopmental TFs were positively associ-

ated with SCZ risk in our model (p = 1.64E-3, Figure III.VI.C).  

 

TF Motif  Z Adj. P Value 

MEF2C-MA0497.1 3.54 4.05E-03 
ESX1-MA0644.1 3.48 5.08E-03 
LBX2-MA0699.1 3.46 5.40E-03 
MEF2A-MA0052.3 3.46 5.45E-03 
RAX-MA0718.1 3.40 6.79E-03 

Table III.I: Top 5 strongest positive associations between TF motif networks and schizo-
phrenia risk in brain enhancers. 

 

We further explored the developmental expression patterns of TFs that recognize 

SCZ-associated sequence motifs using single-cell RNA sequencing data from prenatal hu-

man cortex [98]. We found that many of the TFs that are highly associated with risk in our 
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model are expressed in neuronal lineages, including members of the MEF2 family, the 

EMX family, the RAX family, and the DLX family (Figure III.VI.D). Taken together, these 

results suggest a previously undescribed association between SCZ risk and AT-rich bind-

ing sites for neurodevelopmental TFs in enhancers of the fetal and adult brain. 

 

Figure III.VI: TFs with AT rich motifs are overrepresented in risk-associated enhancers 
and have neurodevelopmental function. Positive association between the AT-richness of a 
given TF binding site motif and the effect size in the RWAS model. B) Higher median 
motif AT percentage of a given TF is positively associated with the TF being annotated to 
the Gene Ontology term “cell morphogenesis during neuron differentiation”. C) TFs with 
higher median Z-score in the RWAS analysis are more likely to be annotated to cell mor-
phogenesis during neuron differentiation. Grey dashed line is the median value of the back-
ground set of all TFs in our dataset. D) Cell type-specific expression in the prenatal human 
brain for TFs that recognize positively associated motifs in the schizophrenia RWAS anal-
ysis. Each cell is colored by expression Z-scores averaged across the specified cell type. 
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E. Discussion 

 

Here, we developed tools and resources for Regulome-Wide Association Studies (RWAS), 

a flexible framework for post-GWAS analyses of trait-associated enhancers and enhancer 
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properties. Using these tools, we characterized enhancers associated with risk for schizo-

phrenia.  

Our analysis revealed a novel association of SCZ with AT-rich enhancers that are 

active in the human brain, many of which contain AT-rich sequence motifs recognized by 

neurodevelopmental TFs. Functional differences between AT-rich vs. GC-rich enhancers 

are not well understood. One previous study using Cap Analysis of Gene Expression 

showed that many enhancers actively transcribed in neurons are AT-rich and noted differ-

ences in TF occupancy in GC-rich vs AT-rich enhancers [99]. Our analysis generalizes this 

observation to a broader set of enhancers defined by independent epigenomic techniques. 

Functional differences of AT-rich vs. GC-rich promoters are better characterized, with AT-

rich promoters containing distinct core promoter elements and serving different functions. 

For example, Lecellier et al. demonstrated that AT-rich promoter regions were dispropor-

tionately found near genes involved in the immune response [100]. Large genomic regions 

of relatively consistent nucleotide composition in the genome, known as isochores, have 

also been described to contain genes with shared functions; for example, GC-rich isochores 

tend to contain housekeeping genes, while AT-rich isochores tend to contain more tissue-

specific genes [101]. To our knowledge, we are the first to report that neurodevelopmental 

TFs predominantly recognize AT-rich sequence motifs.  

The specific neurodevelopmental TFs whose putative binding sites were enriched 

at SCZ-associated enhancers represent promising leads toward mapping the causal gene 

regulatory perturbations underlying SCZ. The most significant positive association in our 

TF RWAS was MEF2C-MA0497.1. This association is consistent with previous reports 

that the MEF2C motif is enriched at SCZ risk loci, and MEF2C target genes in the brain 
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are enriched both for SCZ risk genes [102,103] and for genes differentially expressed in 

postmortem brain tissue from SCZ cases vs. controls. MEF2C itself is a positional candi-

date at an SCZ risk locus [14]. MEF2C is highly expressed in developing cortical excitatory 

neurons and is essential both for cortical neurogenesis and the modulation of cortical neu-

ronal activity. Haploinsufficiency of MEF2C is known to cause a syndrome characterized 

by intellectual disability and neurological abnormalities [104]. Another network of interest 

is LBX2-MA0699.1, a motif recognized by multiple homeobox TFs. Of particular interest 

are EMX1 and EMX2, which are highly expressed in the developing dorsal telencephalon 

in the lineage leading to excitatory neurons and have well-established roles in cortical 

thickness and arealization [105–108]. Similarly to MEF2C, the area containing the gene 

for EMX1 is itself a candidate schizophrenia risk locus [14]. Mutations in EMX2 have been 

noted in patients with severe schizencephaly [27]. The LBX2-MA0699.1 motif is also rec-

ognized by members of the DLX and ARX families. Unlike the EMX factors that are in-

volved in excitatory neuron development, these TFs are critical for inhibitory neuron de-

velopment and migration [28–30]. Mutations in ARX have been linked to cases of X-linked 

lissencephaly with abnormal genitalia in humans [30]. A limitation of our analysis is that 

motif-based predictions cannot resolve the specific members of this TF family that occupy 

the SCZ-associated enhancers, but the family as a whole merits increased attention in SCZ.  

RWAS is readily applicable to additional traits of interest, as it is implemented with 

a widely used software tool (MAGMA) and requires only GWAS summary statistics and 

enhancer level annotations. We have made our instructions for running RWAS available 

at www.github.com/casalex/RWAS. We have made available the enhancer annotations for 

all 127 ROADMAP samples, and similar enhancer models suitable for RWAS are now 
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available from >800 samples from the ENCODE consortium, spanning all of the major 

human organs and tissues [109].  

 

F. Methods 
 

Enhancer download and processing 

Predicted enhancer regions were derived from 25-state ChromHMM [83] chromatin state 

models downloaded from the ROADMAP consortium website 

(https://egg2.wustl.edu/roadmap/web_portal/imputed.html). We defined enhancers by 

pooling nine states from these models: 1) transcribed 5' preferential and enhancer, 2) tran-

scribed 3' preferential and enhancer, 3) transcribed and weak enhancer, 4) active enhancer 

1, 5) active enhancer 2, 6) active enhancer flank, 7) weak enhancer 1, 8) weak enhancer 2, 

and 9) primary H3K27ac possible enhancer. Enhancer annotations from the psychEN-

CODE consortium were downloaded from http://resource.psychencode.org/. The brain en-

hancers used in the schizophrenia RWAS analyses were E067 (Brain Angular Gyrus), E068 

(Brain Anterior Caudate), E069 (Brain Cingulate Gyrus), E070 (Brain Germinal Matrix), 

E071 (Brain Hippocampus Middle), E072 (Brain Inferior Temporal Lobe), E073 

(Brain_Dorsolateral_Prefrontal_Cortex), E074 (Brain Substantia Nigra), E081 (Fetal Brain 

Male), and E082 (Fetal Brain Female). 

 Enhancer annotations used for partitioned heritability and RWAS analyses were 

pre-processed in a uniform pipeline. Enhancer boundaries are often poorly defined, and  

MAGMA and similar tools suffer from length bias wherein long regions with many SNPs 

have anti-conservative p-values (Figure III.S5). To overcome these issues, our analyses 

were conducted using 1 kb enhancer centroids. Enhancer regions were merged with any 
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directly adjacent annotations, and the center of each merged region was determined. The 

boundaries were then extended by 500 bp upstream and downstream of this center, result-

ing in a 1kb region centered on the middle of the enhancer region. Any enhancers falling 

within the MHC region or ENCODE blacklist regions [110] were removed. 

  

Jaccard similarity 

In order to compare enhancer similarity across all 127 samples we computed pairwise ge-

nome-wide Jaccard distance using the BEDtools software suite [111]. Groupings were de-

termined using hierarchical clustering. 

 

GWAS summary statistics 

We retrieved GWAS summary statistics for schizophrenia [14] from the Psychiatric Ge-

nomics Consortium data portal (https://www.med.unc.edu/pgc).  

 

Partitioned heritability  

Stratified LD score regression (LDSC version 1.0.1) was applied to GWAS summary sta-

tistics to evaluate the enrichment of trait heritability across the 127 enhancer sets [33]. 

These associations were adjusted for 52 annotations from version 1.2 of the LDSC baseline 

model (including genic regions, enhancer regions and conserved regions).  

 

RWAS 

RWAS was performed using the linear model implemented in MAGMA’s covariate mode. 

This was accomplished by using the enhancer sets in place of genes. The processed 
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enhancers were supplied as a genomic location file format as described in the MAGMA 

manual, and enhancer-level attributes were supplied as continuous covariates. GERP hg19 

phylogeny scores were downloaded from http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/gold-

enpath/hg19/phastCons100way/ and averaged across each enhancer region to yield a con-

servation score for each enhancer for association testing. TSS for each gene were taken 

from a supplied MAGMA gene file (https://ctg.cncr.nl/software/magma). Distance to the 

nearest TSS for each enhancer was determined using the BEDTools “closest” command, 

and this distance was supplied to MAGMA as a covariate for association testing. HAR 

regions were downloaded from Supplemental Table 1 of Doan et al. (2016) [112]. These 

regions were expanded by 2,500 bp upstream and downstream before being intersected 

with the enhancer regions, yielding a binary measure for each enhancer indicating if an 

enhancer overlapped an HAR or not. This was input as a covariate in the MAGMA analy-

sis. Similarly, HGEs were defined as differentially enriched CREs between human and 

rhesus macaque from Vermunt et al. and overlaps were tested for association [113]. 

 Chromosomal contact testing was performed using the set analysis in MAGMA. 

We used HiC from the cortical plate of the developing human brain [114] to assign genes 

to enhancers that they physically contact. Enhancers that contact genes with a given ontol-

ogy term were assigned to the enhancer set for that term, and the resultant enhancer sets 

were tested for association with risk using MAGMA’s gene set mode. The gene sets are 

available in Supplementary Table 1 and were derived from the following datasets, as we 

have described previously [115]: genes intolerant of loss-of-function variants from gno-

mAD (pLI >= 0.9 or LOEUF deciles 1 or 2) [116]; risk genes from studies of rare variants 

in four disorders, including severe developmental disorder risk genes from the Deciphering 
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Developmental Disorders consortium’s DDG2P database (Disorders of Brain Develop-

ment) [117], autism spectrum disorder risk genes from the Autism Sequencing Consortium 

(Autism risk [exomes]) [118], bipolar disorder risk genes from the BipEx Consortium 

[119]; genes identified from large-scale GWAS, identified by gene-based analyses with 

MAGMA [82] (p < 2.77e-6 unless noted as FDR, in which case adj. p < 0.05) for bipolar 

disorder [120], major depression [121], and neuroticism [122], differentially expressed 

genes in the prefrontal cortex of individuals with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and au-

tism from the PsychENCODE consortium [123] (http://resource.psychencode.org/Da-

tasets/Derived/DEXgenes_CoExp/DER-13_Disorder_DEX_Genes.csv); 

genes associated with schizophrenia from SCHEMA [124]; target gene networks of the 

neuropsychiatric risk genes FMRP, RBFOX1/3, RBFOX2, CHD8, CELF4, and mi-

croRNA-137 derived from functional genomics experiments, annotated by Genovese et al. 

[125]; synaptic genes, including genes from SynaptomeDB; proteins localized to the ax-

onal growth cone, and genes annotated to the Gene Ontology term “neuron spine” 

[126,127]. In-text p-values were derived by taking the minimum p-value across the 10 brain 

enhancer annotations and adjusting for the number of annotations. 

 

TF binding site RWAS 

Brain-specific DNAse-seq footprints annotated with matching TF motifs were obtained 

from our previously described footprint atlas [33]. The HINT atlas was used due to its 

superior performance in TF binding site prediction. A HINT score cutoff of 55 was used 

to filter out low-quality footprints. We limited our analysis to the 503 JASPAR vertebrate 

core motifs that had mappings to human TFs. Footprints that fell within the boundaries of 
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a given enhancer were annotated to that element, yielding a covariate file containing counts 

of each motif for each enhancer. A total binding site control was used to control for total 

binding site number. MAGMA was run in the covariate mode as described above. Meta-

analysis of adult and fetal brain enhancer RWA analyses was performed by taking the 

highest absolute value Z-score from the individual enhancer RWA results for each motif. 

The resultant p-values were adjusted for the number of results meta-analyzed (10). 

 

Motif to TF mapping 

The footprint-motif pairs were mapped to TFs using a key described in our previous work 

[33]. These mappings were restricted to JASPAR motifs, so only these motifs were in-

cluded in downstream analyses. 

 

GO term analysis 

We used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test as implemented in the R package GOfuncR to test 

for association between TF function and scores/attributes from our models.  

 

Single-cell RNA-seq analysis  

The single-cell RNA-seq dataset from the prenatal human cortex was downloaded from the 

UCSC cell browser (http://cells.ucsc.edu/cortex-dev/exprMatrix.tsv.gz) [98]. Any TF with 

an RWAS Z-score that was expressed in > 250 cells in this dataset was included in the 

analysis. The expression Z-scores were generated using R’s scale() function,  grouped by 

cell type, then averaged. 
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G. Data Availability 
 

We have made ready-to-use MAGMA-formatted enhancer location files for all 127 anno-

tations used in this paper and instructions on creating covariate files publicly available at 

www.github.com/casalex/RWAS. 
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Chapter IV: Summary and future directions 
 
A. Main findings  
 
 The goal of this dissertation was to describe the landscape of transcriptional regu-

lation in schizophrenia.  I developed two different tools to accomplish this goal: 1) an atlas 

of transcription factor binding sites in 27 human tissues, and 2) Regulome-wide association 

study (RWAS). I then assembled brain specific enhancer annotations and leveraged these 

new resources to define characteristics of regulatory regions that are associated with schiz-

ophrenia risk. 

 The first resource I developed was an atlas of transcription factor binding sites 

across multiple human tissues. This atlas was primarily built on digital DNAse footprinting 

technology that integrates DNAse-seq cut profiles with transcription factor-specific motif 

sequence matching to predict binding sites. We demonstrated that this approach constitutes 

a major improvement over popular motif-only strategies when predicting binding sites 

from ChIP-seq experiments. Footprints from our atlas were highly enriched for markers of 

regulation such as eQTLs, demonstrating that these binding sites are capturing areas of 

regulatory potential. Finally, I demonstrated that tissue-specific footprints were enriched 

for genetic risk for genetic traits related to that tissue, including the brain. This finding 

shows that this atlas can be used as a tool for interrogating the genetics of complex traits, 

paving the way for the more sophisticated analyses performed in Chapter III. These results 

demonstrate that the atlas is an important resource that is extensible to many use-cases. 

In the next chapter, I introduced a new technique, RWAS, and applied it to present 

a comprehensive analysis of the enhancer-driven regulatory landscape of schizophrenia. I 

first assembled and validated a set of high-quality enhancer annotations from the adult and 
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developing brain. Next, I used RWAS to test for enhancer characteristics that were associ-

ated with schizophrenia risk across these brain enhancers. I demonstrated that risk-associ-

ated enhancers are in physical contact with loss-of-function intolerant genes as well as the 

gene targets of the neurodevelopmental factors CHD8 and FMRP. These factors are par-

ticularly interesting, as genetic variants in these genes are well known to cause syndromic 

autism and intellectual disability [85,86,88–92]. In addition, FMRP target genes have been 

previously associated with psychiatric disorders, including schizophrenia [93,94]. I found 

that AT-rich and evolutionarily conserved enhancers were both highly associated with 

schizophrenia risk, and that human-gained enhancers and human accelerated regions were 

not associated with risk. There has been some disagreement in the literature on whether 

these regions are enriched for schizophrenia risk [97,128], and my work here has provided 

evidence that enhancer-associated risk loci for schizophrenia are older in evolutionary 

time.  

One application of RWAS is to analyze transcription factor binding sites to predict 

transcription factor networks that are overrepresented in risk-associated enhancers—this 

can be applied to detect disease-associated transcription factor networks. Integrating 

GWAS summary statistics with gene regulatory network models has been an area of great 

interest due to its potential to identify novel mechanisms linking multiple risk loci, yet an 

adequate method has not yet been developed. Previously, our lab used similar transcrip-

tional network modeling approaches to characterize transcription factors that serve as key 

regulators of gene expression changes in psychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders 

[39,40]. I extended my RWAS analyses by integrating the atlas described in Chapter II, 

thereby demonstrating that AT-rich neurodevelopmental transcription factors are 
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overrepresented in risk-associated enhancers and that AT-richness of sequence motif is an 

independent predictor of neurodevelopmental function.  

To our knowledge, this is the first description of the relationship between AT-rich-

ness of transcription factor motifs and involvement in neurodevelopment. The functional 

consequences of nucleotide composition differences in enhancers are poorly understood, 

and our results raise interesting questions about how these differences may influence gene 

regulation and downstream developmental programs. While the literature on enhancer nu-

cleotide composition is sparse, a previous study demonstrated that many enhancers actively 

transcribed in neurons are AT-rich and noted differences in transcription factor occupancy 

in AT-rich enhancers [99]. While I did not find that brain enhancers were significantly 

more AT-rich than other tissues overall, our enhancer annotations were not cell-type- spe-

cific and cannot be directly compared to a neuronal dataset. Given this previous work, my 

finding that schizophrenia risk is associated with AT-rich enhancers bound by neurodevel-

opmental transcription factors is particularly interesting. These findings taken in totality 

demonstrate that the RWAS model enables us to construct testable, novel hypotheses about 

transcription factor-target networks and their associations with disease. 

 

 

B. Strengths and Limitations  
 
 This dissertation describes a systems genetics approach to describe the interplay of 

genetics and transcriptional regulation in schizophrenia. I integrated genetic and epigenetic 

data from multiple sources to elucidate the regulatory architecture of schizophrenia and 

developed resources that will enable further study of the brain and other tissues.  
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The atlas described in Chapter 2 constitutes an important resource for those seeking 

to understand TF dynamics in human tissues. I built upon datasets from 192 samples span-

ning 27 tissue types from the ENCODE and ROADMAP consortia, using footprinting al-

gorithms to create a comprehensive transcription factor binding site resource for 1,515 hu-

man transcription factors. The breadth of the tissue types and transcription factors surveyed 

constitute a major strength of this resource, as resources centered around more traditional 

approaches such as ChIP-seq tend to concentrate on a subset of transcription factors in well 

studied cell lines and tissues. One drawback of this approach is that the computational 

detection of footprints from sequencing data remains an area of active research. This means 

that footprint shapes detected in the chromatin accessibility assays are highly influenced 

by transcription factor family [32]. Moreover, due to redundancy in the sequence specific-

ity of transcription factors, footprinting approaches generally cannot distinguish between 

members of a transcription factor family [33]. Nonetheless, we showed that these footprints 

increased the accuracy and reproducibility of transcription factor binding site predictions, 

and we successfully applied this approach to predict binding sites for hundreds of tran-

scription factors across multiple human tissues. 

In Chapter 3, I introduced RWAS, a novel method that can predict transcription 

factor target genes and associate both general enhancer properties as well as individual 

transcription factor networks with risk. The strengths of this study include: 1) a high-qual-

ity and validated set of enhancer predictions, 2) a new technique for associating enhancer 

characteristics with genetic risk, and 3) a previously undescribed link between AT-rich-

ness, neurodevelopmental function, and genetic risk for schizophrenia in brain enhancers. 

One major drawback to the region-based association testing performed in this paper is the 
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potential for region-length bias. This bias has been well described in previous region-based 

methods [129,130], and while MAGMA has internal controls for this type of bias I still 

saw evidence of it in our analyses. To counteract this limitation, I chose to use only a 1kb 

area around the center of each enhancer region. Another drawback of this approach is that 

while it is a powerful tool for identifying general characteristics of enhancers, it is not 

especially useful for identifying individual enhancers of interest. If this approach is desired, 

the enhancer-based GWAS data can be integrated with data sources such as massively par-

allel reporter assays, eQTLs, or other modalities to improve prediction ability. Despite 

these limitations, RWAS and its associated resources constitute an important tool for un-

derstanding the regulatory landscape of complex genetic traits; here, we have demonstrated 

its utility in understanding the regulatory architecture of schizophrenia. 

 

C. Future directions 
 

Our transcription factor target network analysis identified several transcription fac-

tor families that were highly associated with schizophrenia risk. We demonstrated that 

members of these families are highly expressed in the developing brain, and functional 

studies in vitro could further elucidate the target networks of these transcription factors and 

the downstream consequences of disturbing these networks. For example, one could knock 

down or overexpress a transcription factor implicated in this study and then perform RNA-

seq to determine what transcripts go up or down in abundance. This target network could 

be compared to known disease-associated gene sets. Physical readouts such as proliferation 

assays could also be assessed using this approach, which is of particular interest given 

reports of proliferation defects in certain cell populations after knockdown of schizophrenia 
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risk genes [131,132]. We have previously used these approaches in the lab to investigate 

neurodevelopmental transcription factors [39,40].  

The RWAS analysis can be extended to any GWAS with available summary statis-

tics, provided that there is an appropriate tissue-specific enhancer annotation. As GWAS 

results are released and/or improved, they can easily be analyzed using any of the 127 

ROADMAP-derived enhancer annotations that we have made available. Thus, the RWAS 

method could be applied to a wealth of complex traits and is not restricted to neuropsychi-

atric disease. 

The annotation of regulatory regions is an area of active innovation, and the inclu-

sion of improved enhancer definitions could improve the associations made by the RWAS 

model. The recent release of a large set of chromatin state predictions, including enhancers, 

across hundreds of different tissues could enable even more precise selection of tissue-

specific enhancers for RWAS analysis in the future [109]. In addition, technologies such 

as single-cell ATAC-seq are making it possible to make cell-type specific enhancer pre-

dictions in addition to tissue-specific predictions.  
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Appendix: Attached Supporting Information Legends 

 

II.S1. Fig. Footprinting metrics, Related to Figure 1 and STAR Methods. A) Footprints 

from the Seed16 alignment are compared to Seed20 alignment, considering the percent 

overlap. B) The number of footprints compared to the number of mapped reads for HINT 

and Wellington for all samples. C) The total number of hits (footprints and all intersect-

ing motifs) per tissue type.    

 

II.S2. Fig. Motif to TF matching, Related to STAR Methods Motifs from JASPAR, HO-

COMOCO, UniProt and SwissRegulon were combined into a non-redundant set of 1,530 

and matched to 1,515 TFs for a total possible combination of 13,242 pairings. Shown are 

representative sets of TFs and their corresponding motifs. 

 

II.S3. Fig. (Related to Figure 2). The relationship between the predictions made by the 

machine learning is plotted on top of the two footprinting scores. The absolute value of 

the hyperbolic arc sine of Wellington 20 and HINT 20 score are on the x- and y-axis, re-

spectively. The colors represent all possible prediction outcomes (false negative = 5,729, 

false positive = 140,952, true negative = 3,936,242, true positive = 27,579) from the 

boosted model.   

 

II.S1. Table. Motif database sources for FIMO matching, Related to STAR Methods. Mo-

tifs represents the number of motifs in the original database. Final Motifs represent the 

number of motifs used after running Tomtom. Total Mappings are the motif-to-
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transcription factor mappings found in the associated metadata and Total TFs are the 

number of transcription factors for which a mapping is found in the corresponding data-

base. 

 

II.S2. Table. Motif-to-transcription factor mappings.  

II.S3. Table. GWAS metadata from partitioned heritability analyses. 

II.S4. Table. Chi-squared residuals for low-scoring footprints (Decile 1) vs. high-scoring 

footprints (Decile 9). 

III.S1. Fig. Enhancer annotation summary statistics. A) Genomic coverage by tissue cate-

gory. B) Adult brain and astrocyte enhancer annotations had the highest genomic coverage 

compared to fetal, neurosphere, and ESC-derived enhancer annotations. C) Enhancer num-

ber by tissue category. D) Adult brain and astrocyte enhancer annotations had the highest 

enhancer number compared to fetal, neurosphere, and ESC-derived enhancer annotations. 

E) Enhancer length by tissue category.  F) Fetal brain and neurosphere enhancer annota-

tions had the highest mean enhancer length compared to adult brain, astrocyte, and ESC-

derived enhancer annotations. G) Enhancer number and percent genomic coverage are 

tightly associated (p=8.1E-59). H) Enhancer length and genomic coverage are not associ-

ated (p=0.64). I) Enhancer length and enhancer number are negatively correlated (p=9.1E-

6). 

 

III.S2. Fig. Enhancer annotations vary by length and nucleotide composition. A) Fetal brain 

and neurosphere enhancer annotations are underrepresented in the lowest length bins 
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compared to other brain samples. B) Fetal brain and neurosphere enhancer annotations 

have more super-long enhancers than other brain enhancer annotations. C) AT percentage 

of enhancer annotations by tissue. D) Adult brain enhancer annotations have slightly higher 

AT richness compared to fetal brain and neurosphere enhancer annotations. E-F) Super-

long enhancers tend to be more AT rich than regular enhancers. 

 

III.S3. Fig.  Jaccard distance between all 127 chromHMM enhancer annotations. Annota-

tions are arranged by hierarchical clustering. Differential enhancer utilization between tis-

sues clusters samples by organ. Brain enhancers largely cluster together, with the exception 

of ESC-derived cells and astrocytes. 

 

III.S4. Fig. Association between AT-richness and schizophrenia risk across all 

chrommHMM enhancers aggregated by tissue. Brain enhancers had the strongest associa-

tion, with germinal matrix (E070) having the most associated individual annotation. 

 

III.S5. Fig. Non-truncated enhancers suffer from length bias in MAGMA gene-set anal-

yses. A. Z-scores are higher in longer enhancers compared to shorter enhancers in the 

PGC2 schizophrenia GWAS. B. Z-scores show similar inflation in long enhancers in 75 

unrelated UK Biobank traits. 
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